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A Morita-duality is an additive contravariant category-equivalence between 
two categories of R-right- and S-left-modulesr, which are both closed under 
sub- and factor-modules and contain all finitely generated modules. Morita [5l 
and Azumaya [ 1] have shown that the Morita-dualities arc precisely the func- 
tors hom( -, B) induced by bimodules sB, which are injective cogenerators 
on both sides and satisfy S = endo B, , R = endosB, and that the natural 
domain and range of such a duality are the categories of B-reflexive modules. 
WC are interested in characterizing the rings R for which a Morita-duality 
exists, and in describing the categories of B-reflexive modules. 
A module X is called linearly compact2 (with respect to the discrete 
topology) if any finitely solvable system of congruences x -E x,(mod X,) 
where the X, are submodules of X, is solvable. The Y-topology (rather 
uniformity) on a ring R is the topology induced by the finite topology on the 
second commutator of a faithful module YR . The Hausdorff-completion in 
this uniformity will be denoted by R, and if R = R we call R Y-complete. 
The direct sum of the injective hulls of the simple R-right-modules is a 
cogenerator and is contained in any cogenerator; we will call it the minimal 
cogenerator and denote it by U. 
Our above questions are answered by the following two theorems. 
TJIEORIDJ 1. A ring R possesses a Morita-duality if and only if the minimal 
cogenerator U is linearly compact and R is U-complete; then U induces such 
a duality. 
*Partly supported by the National Research Council of Canada, Grant A-4033. 
1 All rings have identities, all modules arc unitary. 
$ .?\n account of the basic properties of linearly compact modules may bc found in 
[2], Exercises Chap. III, Section 2. 
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THEOREM 2. If R possesses a Mosita-duality induced by B, then the B- 
reflexive right-modules are precisely the linearly compact modules. 
Conditions similar to those in Theorem I have been known in these 
special cases: R right-artinian (Morita [5], Azumaya [l]); R commutative 
noetherian (Matlis [3]); R commutative valuation domain (Matlis [4]). 
The second part of the paper studies commutative rings. The first result is 
THEOREM 3. If R is commutative and possesses a Morita-duality, then it 
possesses uch a duality with itself. 
While the two conditions of Theorem 1 are independent, one might ask 
whether, in the presence of linear compactness of U, one could accomplish 
completeness by passing from R to 8. In fact a operates on U but there is 
no guarantee that U is an I?-cogenerator. The question is open, and a special 
case of it is equivalent to an open problem discussed in [6]; but we provide 
a positive answer for commutative R. 
THEOREM 4. If R is commutative, then R has a Morita-duality if and only 
if Ci is linearly compact; then U induces such a duality. 
A connection with the notion of a generalized Frobenius ring (cf. Osofsky 
[7]) is provided by the last result. 
THEOREV 5. If R is commutative and locaP, then R has a &Iorita-duality 
if and only if R is U-complete and the factor-rings R/I are generalized Frobenius, 
for all completely-meet-irreducible ideals I. 
The following question is open: Does each commutative linearly compact 
ring have a duality ? A positive answer would yield a fairly good description 
of commutative linearly compact rings, an old problem by Zelinsky [9]. 
PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREMS 
LEMMA 1. Let MR be a cogenerator and S := endo MH . Then a module 
X, is M-reflexive if and only if it is M-complete. 
Proof. The M-topology on X is induced by the finite topology on 
lY** = hom,(hom,(X, M), M) and has as subbase for the neighborhoods 
of zero the modules ker a for all a E X*; observe that the M-topology is 
Hausdorff since M is faithful, denote the Hausdorff-completion by X and 
S A local ring is one that has a unique maximal right-idcal. Cf. the addition in proof. 
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notice that it is naturally embedded into X**. If a, ,..., a, E X* andfE X** 
are given, let 
K = {(a,(x),..., a,(x)) : x E x). 
If (fW,-,f(4) $ KY th ere would exist a map s = @ si : @z, M + M 
which vanishes on K but not on (f(a,),...,f(a,)) since M is a cogenerator. 
Then si E endo MR = S and 0 = C si(ai(x)) for all x E X hence 0 = C siai , 
and 
0 # 1 si(f(4) = f (C Wi) = 09 
a contradiction. Consequently (f(a,),..., f(a,)) E K which meansf(ai) = ai 
for some x E X and all i = l,..., n; with other words X is dense in X**, in 
the finite topology. Since XC XC X** and X is closed, we obtain X = X**. 
LEMMA 2. If YR is linearly compact, Xi and X are submodules of Y and X 
is completely-meet-irreducible, then n Xi C X implies nieF Xi C X for some 
jkite subset F of the index-set. 
Proof. Since X is completely-meet-irreducible, there exists a submodule 
x’ of Y properly containing X, and such that x’ is contained in any 
submodule which contains X properly. Then xl/X is simple, hence 
X’ = X + aR. NOW suppose nieF X, g X for all F. We obtain 
aE nXi+X hence a==yF+xF,yFE nxi9XFEX* 
icF ieF 
It follows that the system x = ~(~1 (mod X, n X) is finitely solvable hence 
solvable in X, and for the solution x we get the contradiction x - a E X. 
LEMMA 3. If the minimal cogenerator U, is linearly compact and 
5’ = endo U, , then ArmsAnnUL = L for all left ideals L of S. 
Proof. Notice that the linear compactness of U implies that U is in fact 
a finite direct sum of injective hulls hence injective. Now t E AnnsAnnUL 
means ker t 3 Annr,L = nasL ker s. ker t is a finite intersection of completely- 
meet-irreducible submodules of U, and consequently Lemma 2 implies 
ker t 3 fly=, ker si , si EL. From the injectivity of U we obtain a map 
q = @qi : &=, U, + U, such that t = Cy=, qisi EL. 
LEMMA 4. If U, is the minimal cogenerator and S = endo U, , then U, 
is linearly compact if and only if JJ is injective; and then U, and JJ are 
injective cogenerators. 
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Proof. Suppose .$lIJ injective, and consider any finitely solvable system 
u = ui(mod Xi) in UR . Define a S-map f : 1 AnnsXi -> U by f(C Si) = 
1 siui , sI E AnnsXi . The injectivity of JI yieldsf(C si) = (c Si) u for some 
u E U, in particular sin - siui for all si E AnnsXi , and u - ui E Ann&msXi 
which equals Xi by the proof of Lemma 3.1 of Rosenberg-Zelinsky [8]. 
This proves that U, is linearly compact. 
Conversely if we assume this property, Lemma 3 yields AnnsAnn,L = L 
for each left-ideal L of S. U/Ann,L is linearly compact hence U-complete 
hence U-reflexive (Lemma 1) as R-module, which says 
iJ/Ann”L g (U/Ann&)** = (AnnsAnn”L)* = homs(L, U), 
and this means that each S-map L + U extends to S; hence sLr is injective. 
In this situation U, is a finite direct sum of injective hulls, hence injective; 
then S is semiperfect. Therefore simple S-modules are of the form Se/rad Se 
where e is any projection of U onto one of the injective hulls of simple 
R-modules X from which U is built. Then rad S annihilates the simple 
module X but e does not, and we obtain an embedding of Se/rad Se into 
X. Consequently U contains all simple S-modules hence is an injective 
cogenerator. 
Proof of Z’heoretn 1. If R possesses a Morita-duality, then it possesses 
one induced by U; hence sU is injective and R is U-reflexive, which means 
that UR is linearly compact and R is U-reflexive, by Lemmata 4 and 1. 
Conversely if R is U-complete, it is U-reflexive which means endo& = R, 
and if LrR is linearly compact, then U, and JJ are injective cogenerators, 
and U induces a duality. 
Proof of TJjeorem 2. Since B, is a cogenerator if it induces a duality, 
each linearly compact X, being B-complete, is B-reflexive by Lemma 1. 
Conversely suppose X, to be B-reflexive, and consider at first a finitely 
solvable system x E x’. (mod ker a) where a runs over the R-maps X -+ B 
vanishing on a submodule Y. The finite solvability yields that the xa +- X, 
generate Q in the topology having the ker a as subbase for neighborhoods of 
zero, to say the B-topology of X/Y. Now X/Y is B-reflexive hence B-complete 
by Lemma 1, and consequently the Cauchy-filter converges to some s which 
is a solution of the system under consideration. 
Next consider a finitely solvable system x’ G r,(mod ker a) which does not 
necessarily contain all maps a: X--P B vanishing on Y but still satisfies 
n ker a = Y; and let b: X - B be any map vanishing on Y. We have 
b E Ann,. Y = Ann,, Ann, (C Su) 
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which will be shown to equal x Sa; then b = 1 sp, hence ker b r) n kcr ai . 
Choose one solution X~ of the finite system x = xaj(mod ker ai) and add the 
congruences x = .u,,(mod ker b) to the system. The enlarged system is still 
finitely solvable, it is of the type considered before, hence solvable, and its 
solution certainly solves the originally given system. 
Finally consider an arbitrary finitely solvable system x I a,(mod Xi) in 
X, . \Ve have Xi = n ker aj where ai runs over all maps X + B vanishing 
on Xi , and the system it Y s,(mod ker ai) is solvable by the preceeding 
consideration. Its solution s satisfies x - Si E ker a, for all ai hence 
SC - si E Xi , hcncc .r solves the given system and X is linearly compact. 
We have still to prove Annx.AnnxL = L for any S-submodule L of 
X* = hom,(X, B). Since sB is injective because it induces a duality, we may 
extend any S-map fi Annx.AnnxL -+ B to X*; and the B-reflexivity of X 
shows that the extension is an evaluation at some x E X. Consequently if j 
vanishes on L, we get 0 =f(L) = L(x) hence x E AnnrL and 
f(AnnPAnnxL) = (Annx.AnnxL)(x) C (Annx.AnnxL)(AnnxL) L- 0; 
therefore (Annx.Ann,L/L)* = 0 and the result follows since sB is a 
cogcnerator. 
COROLLARY. Zf R possesses a Morita-duality, then it is a (right-) linearly 
compact ring. 
COMMUTATIVE RINGS 
Proof of Theorem 3. If a commutative ring R possesses duality, it is 
semiperfect hence a direct sum of local rings, and we may assume that R 
itself is local. For any s E S = endo U, , there exists a maximal S-submodule 
W of U such that (s - r)(W) = 0 f or a suitable r E R. In fact, if W, is a 
chain of S-submodules such that (s - rJ( W,) = 0, then the system 
r = r,(mod Ann,W,) is finitely solvable hence solvable since R is linearly 
compact; and if r is a solution, then (s - r)(u W,) = 0 hence u W, is an 
upper bound for the chain; and Zorn’s lemma provides the maximal W. 
Writing I = Ann,W we obtain from the duality AnnsW =z SI hence 
s - r = C sixi , si E S, xi E I. 
Again from duality we get 5’ = R -1. SJ where J = rad R, hence 
si x ri + 1 Sil,jiz, , ri E R, sili E S, jil, E J 
and 
s - r - C xiri = 1 Sil,.jilixi E SC xi J. 
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IKow 1 xiJ $ C xiR C I unless C xiR = 0, and setting AnnUC Xi] = IV’ 
WC obtain W’ 3 Wand (s - Y - C xiri)(W’) = 0, a contradiction. Therefore 
x xiR =I 0, xi = 0, s = T which proves S = R. 
Proof of Theorem 4. If UR is linearly compact, then sU is an injective 
cogenerator by Lemma 4. One easily checks that Su :- Ann,AnnRu for each 
u E U, that Su is the minimal R/Ann,u-cogenerator and linearly compact, 
and that uR s RIAnn,u so R/Ann,u is linearly compact hence complete. 
Consequently R/Ann,u has duality with endo Sue = S/Ann,Su; and 
Theorem 3 yields RIAnn,u = S/Ann& or S = R + Ann.&. It follows 
that for each s E S and u E U, there exists Y E R with su := UY, and this 
implies that S is commutative. It is well known that the center of S is R hence 
here S = 8, and this ring has duality since & was an injective cogcnerator. 
Conversely if R has duality, then its minimal cogenerator cl is linearly 
compact, but U is embedded into i? since it is essential over a socle which 
is the direct sum of nonisomorphic simple R- (or I?-) modules. Therefore U 
is linearly compact. 
Proof of Theorem 5. If the commutative ring R has duality, it is U- 
complete and R/I has duality induced by AnnJ, for all ideals I. Any 
completely-meet-irreducible idcal is the form I = ,4nn,u for some u E U, 
and Ann,I = Su = uR s R/I since S =: R by Theorem 3. Therefore 
R/I is an injective cogenerator hence generalized Frobenius. 
Conversely let all R/I be generalized Frobenius and R -: 8. For any 
u E U the ideal Ann,u is completely-meet-irreducible hence R/Ann,+ is 
generalized Frobenius; then uR g R/Ann+ is R/Annau-injective hence 
direct in Su, therefore uR = Su since Su is essential over a simple socle, 
using that R is local. Consequently S :::: center S .:- R = R and the injective 
cogenerator U induces duality. 
WC add a remark on whether an analog of Theorem 4 holds for 
noncommutative rings. 
PRoPosITrox. If UR is linearly compact, then fi has duality if and only if fi 
is linearly compact; then U induces a duality for 8. 
Proof. It suffices to show that if R is linearly compact, then U induces 
a duality between R and S :-: endo UR . Now sU is an injective cogenerator 
by Lemma 4, and it is essential over its socle. If f is any R-map from a R-ideal 
I into U, then nUsU Annlu = 0 hence ny=r Ann,u, C ker f by Lemma 2, and 
we obtain f = x siui , si E endo Uh , using that U, is injcctive and that each 
R-map 5 -+ U is in fact an R-map. Consequently 
f(X) = C Si(UiX) = C Si(Ui)X 
481/x6/1-5 
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for all x ~1, and U& is injective. Then the first half of the proof of Lemma 4, 
applied to JJ instead of U, , shows that JJ is linearly compact. Therefore 
its socle is finite and U is similar to the minimal S-cogenerator &I. Then M 
is linearly compact, its second commutator equals the second commutator 
of JJ which is S; and M induces a duality by Theorem 1. But then U induces 
a duality as well, since it is similar to M. 
We close with remarks on two open problems. 
1. In [6], Lemma 9 we gave a number of equivalent formulations for 
the question: Does jbite length of U, imply the existence of duality ? Suppose 
we knew, in analogy to Theorem 4, that finite length of U implied the exis- 
tence of a duality for 8, in general. By the proposition, U would induce such 
a duality; then JJ were of finite length too; and since the lattice of right- 
ideals of R is antiisomorphic to a sublattice of the lattice of S-submodules 
of U, R would be right-artinian. Then R = I? and the question were 
answered positively. 
2. Suppose we knew that each commutative linearly compact ring 
with the additional property that 0 is a completely-meet-irreducible ideal, 
were generalized Frobenius. Then considering an arbitrary commutative 
linearly compact ring R which we may assume to be local, we have R = I? 
and R/I linearly compact for all completely-meet-irreducible ideals I of R; 
hence all R/I would be generalized Frobenius and Theorem 5 would imply 
that R had duality. 
Added in proof. The assumption in Theorem 5, that R be local, may be omitted: 
If R is U-complete, and if all R/I are generalized Frobenius, then they are linearly 
compact, and R is their inverse limit hence linearly compact in the completely-meet- 
irreducible topology; such a ring is a finite product of local rings. 
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